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RADIANT TUBE HEATING SYSTEMS

The Optima Series represents the next
generation of radiant tube heating
systems and is the result of a major
three year development programme.

Optima is CE approved and includes
a number of technical and styling
innovations that dramatically increase
the radiant efficiency of the product,
providing consultants, contractors and
building managers with the most advanced
radiant tube heating system available.

The Optima Series is available as
Optima SE - Super Efficiency Model.
Optima incorporates burner-inputs
from 11kWto38kW;all are range
rated allowing complete flexibility
 of system design.

Optima is modular in construction being
available in two or three module units
depending on burner input rating
required. The standard Optima burner
provides quiet operation, performing
better than any known equivalent
product currently available. However,
a 'matrix-style' burner head is an option
that results in an ultra quiet performance
for specialist applications.

The Climate Change Levy
The UK Government is to introduce
the Climate Change Levy (CCL) from
1 April 2001.

The latest proposals are: to levy 0.43 pence
per kWh on electricity; and 0.15 pence
per kWh on gas consumption, which
equates to a 20% increase on the average
industrial gas bill. This means that
energy intensive industries now need
to consider how best to reduce the
burden of the energy tax.

Investment in an Optima heating system
can substantially contribute to minimising
the impact of the levy. A correctly
designed and installed heating system
can reduce gas consumption by up to
65% depending on the application and
provide many other benefits.

Optima Super Efficiency Model

Radiant efficiency is defined as the
amount of usable radiant energy from
the combustion process that is emitted
downwards to the floor. Measured in
accordance with the new European
pre-standard (DD ENV 1259-1:1994),
the Optima SE achieves a significant
increase in radiant efficiency over any
competitive standard radiant tube
system currently in the market-place.

This advance has been achieved primarily
through the combination of new burner
technology and the incorporation of
insulated black emitters, optimised tube
geometry, insulated overshield reflectors
and endcaps. (Patent Application
No. 9416130.4).

This increase in radiant efficiency
provides the flexibility to the customer
of reducing gas consumption, whilst

maintaining the required comfort
condition in the building. Thus, significant
fuel-cost savings can be achieved.

Reduces fuel costs.

Minimises the impact of climate
change levy by significantly reducing
gas consumption.

Specifically designed for industrial
or commercial buildings.

Creates no draughts or air movement,
so increasing work force comfort.

Does not re-circulate dust and
airborne contaminants.

Rapid heating up and recovery times.

Systems can be zoned to
accommodate varying temperatures
and operating times.

Heaters mounted at high level
release valuable floor space.

Can be integrated with energy
management systems.

Minimises roof heat losses.

Fuel burnt where and when heat
is required, eliminating distribution
and standby losses.

Easy to install and service.

Environmentally friendly,
with reduced emission levels.

Minimises maintenance.

Design flexibility - through
innovative styling.



Burner control housing
New chassis-style burner control housing
with quick release access lid provides a
fully demountable inner assembly for ease
of maintenance.

Black emitters
Innovative black emitter panels in
combination with the insulated canopy
provide the most efficient emissive
surface. Tube material is stainless
and aluminised steel.

End covers
Quick release end covers manufactured
in black composite, surround the burner
control housing and fan, and provide an
innovative stylish appearance and further
reduces noise levels.

Insulated canopy
Insulated, multi-faceted steel canopy
and tube overshields, minimise the
heat-loss through convection and
maximise downward radiant efficiency.

Turbulators
Stainless steel spiral turbulators
present in both legs of the tube,
optimise tube temperature.

Brackets
Stylised tubular brackets provide strong
but streamlined support fixing.

The Optima Series is ideally suited
for industrial and commercial premises,
whether they are new or old. In
environments with high air-change, or
where there is a need for controllable
heat, the system's high efficiency will
greatly reduce running costs and
improve capital pay-back.

Optima is available in a U-tube configuration
and may be flued individually or into a
central manifold to create a multi-burner
single exhaust system. Heaters are
suspended horizontally or can be angle-
mounted to a recommended maximum
of 30°.

The improved appearance of the
Optima SE widens the usage of radiant
heaters bringing the benefits of energy
saving to building types that were
previously precluded because of the
styling limitations attributed to other
radiant tube heaters.



Mounting heights

* Maximum recommended angle of mounting is 30°.
†  When mounting over these recommendations, contact Ambi-Rad Technical Department.

Clearance distances to combustible materials

All distances are in millimetres.
Patents 9509657, PI9529343.6, 9416130.4, 5626125.

Document reference number GB/OP/049/0600

Ambi-Rad Limited Fens Pool Avenue  AMBIRAD is the registered
Brierley Hill West Midlands trademark of Ambi-Rad Limited.
DY5 1QA United Kingdom

Due to continuous product
Telephone 01384 489700 innovation, Ambi-Rad reserves
Facsimile 01384 489707 the right to change  product
UK sales email sales@ambirad.co.uk specification without due notice.
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Website www.ambirad.co.uk


